Steel Industry
Cost reduction in the energy-intensive industry

It pays off - Imbach-Schmiedewerk reduces electricity costs with the Alpiq system
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Efficiency up - costs down
Thanks to intelligent energy management
– Fully-automatic load management
– Visualisation of the output data
– Absolute data transparency
– Prevention of the excessive use of cost-incurring
reactive power

Industrial & Commercial
Cockpit

Reduction of unwanted reactive current
Three new reactive power compensation systems from
Alpiq prevent the excessive use of cost-incurring reactive
power. The optimisation system monitors the proportion
of reactive power and rapidly issues an alert if the defined
proportion is exceeded due to a malfunction. The annual
cost reduction achieved thanks to the load management
and reactive power compensation amounts to approximately 17,000 Swiss francs.
“The professional implementation and the technological
solutions were what convinced me,” says Stefan Imbach,
Head of Engineering at Imbach & Cie AG.

Unsere Lösungen - Dienstleistungen «hinter dem Zähler»

Alpiq is a European energy producer based in Switzerland. Our range of products and services comprises integrated energy solutions for energy suppliers and producers as well as for industry and commerce.
We are a leading partner for digital energy solutions
with over 30 years of experience. Our tailor-made solutions strengthen your core business and support sustainable growth as part of your sustainable energy future.

Digital energy solutions
Alpiq combines many years of energy expertise with the
latest technology. Our customers benefit from innovative energy management solutions.
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